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ABSTRACT

This thesis explores the feasibility of utilizing a satellite's solar cell power

arrays as a sun sensor. Power output of a solar cell is highly dependent on the

intensity and direction of sunlight that falls on the panel and thus provides an

indication of the sun's orientation. A sun sensor can be obtained by processing

the power signal generated in each solar cell panel.

This concept was applied to the Naval Postgraduate School's Petite Amateur

Navy Satellite (PANSAT) , a 26 sided polyhedral shaped satellite with 17 body

mounted square solar panels. Two circuit configurations to meter the power

signals generated in the 17 individual solar panels were investigated. It was

possible in one configuration to develop a prediction model of each panel's short

circuit current versus sun angle. Compensation for seasonal variations in solar

flux, solar cell degradation due to radiation and panel temperature variation is

required. An estimation of the resulting sun sensor's resolution and accuracy is

given. ACcesion For
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. PURPOSE

Solar cells have been predominately used for electric power generation. They

are also used in various applications as light detectors. The design considerations

that influence systems that utilize solar cells as power elements differ from those

that utilize them as electro-optical sensors. Thus configurations that optimize a

solar cell's performance in one application may degrade its performance in a

different application.

This thesis explores the feasibility of utilizing a satellite's solar cell power

arrays as a sun sensor. Power output of a solar cell is highly dependent on the

intensity and direction of sunlight that falls on the panel and thus provides an

indication of the sun's orientation. A sun sensor can be obtained by processing

the power signal generated in each solar cell panel.

This concept was applied to the Naval Postgraduate School's Petite Amateur

Navy Satellite (PANSAT), a 26 sided polyhedral shaped satellite with 17 body

mounted square solar panels. Two circuit configurations to meter the power

signals generated in the 17 individual solar panels were investigated. It was

possible in one configuration to develop a prediction model of each panel's short

circuit current versus sun angle. Compensation for seasonal variations in solar

flux, solar cell degradation due to radiation and panel temperature variation is

required. An estimation of the resulting sun sensor's resolution and accuracy is

given.



B. SOLAR CELL DEVELOPMENT

Solar cells are devices which convert solar energy into electrical energy. This

is accomplished through the photovoltaic effect. Photovoltaic energy conversion

is based on a quantum mechanical process by which incident photons free charge

carriers from their normally bound conditions within a semiconductor. [Ref. 1 :p.

1.2-1]

The recorded beginning of photovoltaic research dates back to 1839, when

Becquerel published his work on photoelectric experimentation with acidic

aqueous solutions and noble metal electrodes. The first work on solid-state

photovoltaic devices was reported in 1876. [Ref. 2:p. 156] Suitable materials for

achieving a photovoltaic effect are inherently limited to those with a conduction

band energy gap slightly less than the energy of the photon radiation.

Commercial exploitation, first of photoconductive and later of photovoltaic

selenium cells began about 1880 and has continued through today. Intensive

research conducted on selenium, copper oxide and many other semiconductor

compounds / metal oxide type barrier devices during the 1920's and 1930's

provided the foundations for the theoretical understanding of photovoltaic

potential barrier solar cells and their mathematical modeling. During the late

1930's and early 1940's intensive semiconductor material research focused on

germanium and silicon. This effort resulted in the development of the transistor

and of the silicon solar cell. [Ref. 2:p. 156]

The first practical solar cells were developed in 1954 by the Bell Telephone

Laboratories. This cell was of the planar junction, single crystal silicon n-type

and were initially considered for terrestrial use only. The first solar cell array that

successfully operated in space was launched on March 17, 1958, on board
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Vanguard I, the second United States earth satellite. This solar cell array

consisted of six solar cell panels distributed over and mounted to the outer surface

of an approximately spherical spacecraft body. Each panel was made of 18 n-

type solar cells measuring 2x0.5 cm size with an energy conversion efficiency of

approximately ten percent at 28°C. This solar array system provided less than

one watt of power for more than six years. [Ref. 2:p. 8]

Solar cells are especially suited for space applications because they require no

fuel, thus saving payload. Theoretically, they can provide an almost inexhaustible

supply of power without emitting radiation or waste by-products. Most satellites

and space vehicles launched to date have utilized solar cell energy as their main

source of power.

Solar cells initially produced in the United States were n-type silicon ( p-type

layer diffused onto a n-type silicon substrate ). It was later found that cells made

from p-type silicon ( n-type layer diffused onto a p-type silicon substrate ) were

more resistant to irradiation with electrons, protons , neutrons and other particles

found in space. After 1960 solar cell production switched over to p-type silicon.

[Ref. 2:p. 156 ]

Solar cell producers have adapted concurrent advances in the semiconductor

industry to provide improved cell performance. Space solar technology has

steadily improved. As a result cell efficiency has doubled ( 8% to 16%) for

silicon cells and is around 20% for gallium arsenide (GaAs) cells. Cell sizes have

increased thirty-fold. They are now approaching 100 square centimeters. [Ref. 3:p.

76]

Currently the most common solar cell is the single crystal silicon solar cell

which has a typical maximum energy conversion efficiency of 10 to 14 percent at
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251C under air-mass zero conditions ( i.e. the absence of any atmospheric

attenuation or filtering of the sun's radiation, denoted as "AMO"). This

corresponds to an electrical output of about 15 to 20 mW/cm2 at approximately

0.45 volts. [Ref. l:p. 1.2-1] Various exotic silicon cell designs have been tested

for special applications including textured surface cells which have a slightly

higher power output and can operate at higher temperatures.

1. Non-Silicon Solar Cell Development

Silicon has becn the workhorse material for solar cells. However the

advantages of GaAs cells, namely 25% higher efficiency, lower loss of output at

higher temperatures and increased radiation resistance have recently become

important enough to justify its higher expense for some applications.

The use of germanium (Ge) as a substrate for GaAs has been recently

developed. This takes advantage of the superior mechanical properties of Ge.

Ge is closely matched to GaAs in atomic lattice spacing and in thermal expansion

coefficient. High efficiency GaAs cells grown on Ge substrates and thinned to

around 100 micrometers retain good mechanical strength. This offsets the

increased weight resulting from the high density of GaAs and the mechanical

problems in handling thin GaAs slices. The GaAs/Ge cell structure has been

extended to include an active junction at the GaAs/Ge interface. This has resulted

in cascade cells with the promise of efficiencies up to 25%. [Ref. 3 :p. 77]

Highly efficient solar cells have been made from indium phosphide (InP).

These cells have an additional advantage - the ability to recover from radiation

damage through annealing while operating at ambient temperatures. GaAs cells

need temperatures around 150'C to 250'C for annealing to occur while most

silicon cells do not anneal at temperatures below 450'C. InP cells offer an

4



attractive alternative for space missions where high radiation damage is expected.

[Ref. 3:p. 77]

Though the exact solar cell array type to be used in PANSAT has not yet

been finalized, it is expected that standard silicon cells will be utilized. As a

result this thesis focused entirely on the performance characteristics of silicon

solar cells.

C. OVERVIEW

The basics of solar cell theory is presented in Chapter II. The terminal

parameters which describe a solar cell, ISc (short circuit current), Voc(open circuit

voltage), Imp (current at maximum power) and Vmp(6oltage at maximum power)

are defined.

In Chapters III and IV, the concerns of an electrica' power system designer are

presented. Chapter III describes how solar cells are configured to provide the

required power. Different electrical power system topologies are explained in

Chapter IV.

Chapter V focuses on how solar cells can be utilized as sun sensor elements.

The two basic types of commercially available sun sensors are analyzed. Two

ways to implement a sun sensor within an electrical power system are then

presented. Evaluation of the resulting sun sensor and its impact on the electrical

power system performance is presented in Chapter VI.
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II. SOLAR CELL THEORY

A. SEMICONDUCTOR PROPERTIES

Semiconductors such as silicone, are unique in that current flow is due to both

the motion of electrons in the conduction band and the effective motion of

vacancies or holes in the valence band. There are two mechanisms by which holes

and electrons move through a semiconductor crystal - drift and diffusion. Carrier

drift occurs when an electric field is applied across the semiconductor. The

resulting movement of electrons and holes create a drift current. Diffusion is

associated with random movement due to thermal ionization. With uniform

concentrations of free electrons and holes this random motion does not result in a

net flow of charge. However if the electron or hole concentration were higher in

one region of the crystal, the charge from that region would tend to move toward

other regions with lower concentration. This gives rise to a diffusion current.

[Ref. 4 :p. 186]

An intrinsic semiconductor is one in which the free electrons in the conduction

band and the free holes in the valence band are due solely to thermal ionization.

Extrinsic semiconductors are materials in which carriers of one kind (electrons or

holes ) predominate. This is done by introducing specialized impurities known as

dopants which donate or accept electrons from the semiconductor thereby

enhancing carrier conduction of one type. The majority of the charge carriers are

electrons in an n-type semiconductor while for a p-type, the majority of charge

carriers are holes.
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B. SOLAR CELL OPERATION

Silicone solar cells are two terminal devices formed by creating regions of

different doping, thus creating a pn junction. (See Figure 2-1.) Because of the

difference in the electron and hole concentrations between the two sides of the

junction, there is a strong tendency for electrons to diffuse from the n-side to the

p-side and for the holes to diffuse in the opposite direction. These diffusing

charge carriers will quickly recombine once across the junction. This creates a

carrier depletion region at the junction. There is also a resulting charge imbalance

within each region with the n-side of the junction being positively charged and the

p-side being negatively charged. The charge on both sides of the depletion region

produces an internal electric field which acts as a barrier opposing further

diffusion of holes into the n-region and electrons into the p-region.

In sunlight, the solar cell absorbs incident photons with energy greater than its

band gap energy (1.1 eV for silicone). This absorbed energy raises a valence band

electron to the conduction band and creates an electron-hole pair. The purpose of

the pn junction is to separate and collect the electron hole pairs that are generated.

Electrons appearing in the depletion region will be accelerated to the n-region

contact while holes appearing in the depletion region will be accelerated to the p-

region contact.

Since the depletion region is very narrow, only a small fraction of the electron

hole pairs generated by incident photons are produced in this region. Most

electron hole pairs are produced in the bulk material unaffected by this junction

field. Minority carriers which do reach the junction will most likely recombine

after living for a time r, called the lifetime. The distance traveled in time 't is

called the diffusion length and is given by

7
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Schematic view of typical commercial single-crystal silicon solar cell.

FIGURE 2-1. Silicon Solar Cell PN Junction [Ref. 5:p. 70]
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L = [T (2-1)

where

D= minority carrier diffusion constant.

The depletion region and the generally much larger volume of material lying

within a diffusion length on both sides of the depletion region is the active

collection region of a pn junction solar cell. [Ref. 6:p. 1-4]

Light generated current IL , of a solar cell is formed from minority carrier

movement into the depletion region. IL is proportional not only to the intensity of

the sunlight but also proportional to the cosine of the angle of incidence of the

sun's rays. The angle of incidence affects the path distance that the photons have

to travel into the solar cell's active region. The shortest distance is at normal

incidence (0 = 00) and increases as 0 varies from 0' to 900. At 0 = 900, photons

do not penetrate into the solar cell and current cannot be generated.

Recombination of minority carriers reduces the current output of the solar cell,

thus efforts to increase r and L will improve solar cell performance. Defects

along with any unwanted impurities or other disruptions reduces the diffusion

length. Electron, proton, neutron or gamma ray irradiation will produce defect sites

in the cell's crystalline structure. After irradiation, the cell's response to red light

decreases significantly. The blue response of the solar cell is not affected as much

since blue light produces its electron-hole pairs very close to the junction. As a

result techniques which enhances the blue response of the solar cell (such as

coverglass coatings to increase blue light adsorption) create a more radiation

resistant cell. [Ref. 6:p. 1-5]
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C. SOLAR CELL PARAMETERS

In the dark the solar cell is basically a diode. Current flows if an external

electric field is applied such that the p-contact is positive with respect to the n-

contact. This diode current ID is given by
qV

ID = I(e q *-1) (2-2)

where

q= magnitude of an electronic charge

(1.602 x 10-19 coulombs)

V= potential across cell

k=- Boltzman's constant

(1.38 x 10-23joules/0 Kelvin)

T= temperature in 'Kelvin

y= curve fitting constant

I= diode saturation current.

An ideal circuit model of the solar cell is drawn in Figure 2-2. The load

current is equal to

I I 1L-ID
=VL - ieq/kT (2-3)

When the solar cell is shorted, RL = 0 and V= 0. Therefore

Isc = L oc S cos 0 (2-4)

where

Isc= short circuit current

10



S = incident solar intensity

0 = incidence angle of sun's rays.

ISc is not a strong function of temperature increasing, by less than one percent for

every 10*K increase. [Ref. 5:p. 57]

At RL= c-, I = 0. The open circuit voltage, VOC, is given as

Voc- = AT In + 1 (2-5)

where variables are as defined in Equation 2-2. It would seem that Voc is

proportional to temperature and would increase as temperature increases.

However this is not the case as the I denominator term in the natural log argument

is a very strong function of temperature. Io increases as temperature increases,

doubling for every 5°K rise in temperature. Voc decreases approximately 2.5 mV

per degree Kelvin. [Ref. 4:p. 157]

Open circuit voltage and short circuit current are parameters of key interest to

the sun sensor designer. This is discussed in Chapter V.

Figure 2-3 is a typical I-V characteristic curve for a silicon solar cell. This

curve is drawn in the fourth quadrant. It shows two curves, a diode I-V curve and

the same curve displaced by Isc, the current the solar cell generates when

illuminated. Of key interest to the electrical power system designer are Imp and

Vmp , the current and voltage at maximum power. The maximum power points

vary as a function of illumination intensity and temperature. Peak power tracking

is advantageous in that it increases the solar array's power density, thus more loads

can be supported or the solar array size can be reduced. This is further discussed

in Chapter IV.
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FIGURE 2-3. Solar Cell Terminal Properties [Ref. 7:p. 79]
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D. NON IDEAL SOLAR CELL

Actual solar cell I-V characteristic curves may deviate from values predicted

by Equation 2-3. This is due to losses from parasitic resistances associated with

the solar cell. These parasitic resistances are drawn in an equivalent circuit in

Figure 2-4. Factors which contribute to the series resistance Rs are the bulk

resistance of the semiconductor making up the cell, the bulk resistance of the

metallic contacts and the interconnectors, and the contact resistance between the

metallic contacts and the semiconductor. The shunt resistance, RSH, is caused by

leakage across the pn junction around the edge of the cell and in non peripheral

regions in the presence of crystal defects and precipitates of foreign impurities in

the junction region. Effects of these parasitic resistances are graphed in Figure 2-

5. [Ref. 7: p. 96]

The current I, supplied by the solar cell is given as follows

I = I (- Io/e TJ_ - (2-6)

where variables are as previously defined. [Ref. 1:p 9.2-1]

The solar cell model depicted in Figure 2-4 does not predict actual solar cell I-

V characteristics with sufficient accuracy for engineering analysis. The

parameters 10, 7 and Rs are difficult to measure over all temperature and

illumination intensity ranges. Solar array performance obtained empirically are

used for calculations in the final design. [Ref. 1: p. 9.2-2]
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(b) Effect of a shunt resistance, RSH.

FIGURE 2-5. Effect of Parasitic Resistances. [Ref. 7:p. 96]
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III. SOLAR CELLS AS POWER ELEMENTS

Solar cells are the basic building blocks which comprise the panels generating

the electrical power. They are arranged in arrays. Voltage and current output of

the array are determined by the number of cells connected in series and in parallel

respectively.

The following sections descibe the components that comprise the solar cell

array. It discusses how the solar cell is integrated electrically and mechanically

into a system to provide the required voltage and current output levels. This

background is necessary in order to gain an appreciation for the design

considerations involved with using solar cells as a power generating element.

Solar cells do not generate high levels of power. End of life average power output

for PANSAT is 24.5W. Tremendous design effort is focused on maximizing solar

cell efficiency and reducing power losses in the circuit.

A. SOLAR CELL ARRAY

The solar cell array can be divided into three subsystem components - optical,

electrical and mechanical. These are depicted in Figure 3-1.

1. Optical Subsytem

The optical subsystem includes the solar cell coverglass and sunlight

concentrators (if used). Planar or flat plate arrays (non concentrator type solar

cells) utilize transparent covers and thin coatings for the following reasons

to physically protect solar cells and their electrical

connections from environmental hazards

15



Optical Electrical Mechanical

- coverglass - interconnectors - cell substrate
- concentrators - diodes - support structure

Figure 3-1. Solar Cell Array Subsystem
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* to minimize losses at the interfaces of optical media

having different indices of refraction

* to enhance the amount of sunlight reaching the active

portions of solar cells

* to increase the solar cell's heat rejection [Ref. 2:p. 242]

Wavelength selective refraction coatings are used to reflect energy having

wavelengths outside the solar cell's range of sensitivity. This decreases the heat

input to the solar cell thus lowering the cell's operating temperature. With a

lower operating temperature, the cell's operating efficiency is improved.

Sunlight concentrators artificially increase the solar intensity incident on

solar cells by means of optical or other devices. Optical concentration devices

consist of mirrors (reflectors) , lenses (refractors) or a combination of both.

While concentrators increase the amount of sunlight that is usable by the solar cell,

it increases the heat input to the cell as well and can adversely affect the cell's

efficiency. Concentrator arrays also require fairly accurate sun tracking capability

(to within 1.50 to 20). [Ref. 2:p. 243] Concentrator arrays are not used in

PANSAT and were not factored in the sun sensor design.

2. Electrical Subsystem

a. Interconnectors

The electrical subsystem is comprised of the electrical conductors

that connect the solar cells in series and parallel for the required module

configuration. These modules are also interconnected into an "electrical string" to

provide power output at a bus voltage. The primary design concern is that these

circuits be able to provide the required output throughout the defined life of the

solar cell. Material selection is based not only on electrical conductivity but on

temperature cycling endurance. For space solar cell, temperature cycling

17



endurance is one of the more difficult requirements to meet. Temperature

variations and other external forces stress the solar cell's interconnector assembly

which over time can lead to material fatigue and failure. Reliability considerations

usually require that a number of redundant current paths be part of the circuit

design. [Ref. 2:p. 270]

b. Diodes

The electrical subsystem utilizes diodes in three applications. These

applications are schematically shown in Figure 3-2.

Blocking diodes (isolation diodes) are inserted between electrical

strings of solar cells and the power bus. They conduct current from illuminated

solar cell strings to the bus but will block current flow from the bus to the solar

cell string should the string voltage fall below the bus voltage.

A non illuminated array behaves as a string of series
connected rectifier diodes connected in their forward conduction mode
across the power bus. The amount of current that could be drained by a
non illuminated array or string of cells without isolation diodes depends
on the bus voltage, but typically could range between 0 and 30 percent of
the current which the same array would produce when fully illuminated. f.
[Ref. l:p. 5.5-1]

Some power is lost when the diode conducts as the diode's forward

voltage drop subtracts from the solar cell array voltage output. The decision to

use or not use blocking diodes is based on the tradeoff between power losses by

non illuminated cells and power losses in the blocking diodes. This decision is

affected by the power level of the solar cell strings, the percentage of non

illuminated solar cell strings and the fractional time of non illumination. For

spinning body-mounted arrays blocking diodes are almost always essential. [Ref.

l:p. 5.5-1]

18
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Figure 3-2. Diode Applications
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When an individual cell in a string of solar cells becomes shadowed, the

shadowed cell can become reverse biased. This phenomenon is further discussed

later in this chapter. Cells in parallel with this shadowed cell become reverse

biased as well, even if fully illuminated. Reverse biased solar cells can cause

permanent short circuit failure, permanent power output loss and excessive

localized heating. [ Ref. 8:p. 43]

Shunt diodes are connected across rows of parallel connected solar

cell submodules. The shunt diodes are reverse biased when all solar cells are fully

illuminated. If a shadowed solar cell submodule becomes reverse biased, the

shunt diode will conduct. Shunt diodes are also placed electrically in parallel to

solar cells that may undergo higher mechanical stress than other cells in the panel.

Thus, if any of these cells crack and completely open, the shunt diode will route

current around the damaged cell so that the string can continue to supply power.

The voltage output capability of a string of solar cells with an affected submodule

is reduced by the voltage that would have been produced by that submodule plus

the voltage drop across the shunt diode.

Zener diodes can be used to limit the output voltage of the string

thus protecting voltage sensitive loads. They are connected in parallel with the

array output terminals. This diode will not conduct unless the string output

voltage tries to exceed the zener breakdown voltage Vz. When this happens the

zener diode will conduct and the string output voltage will be clamped to Vz. The

power dissipated by the zener diode will generate heat which the solar cell array

will absorb. Voltage regulation can be controlled by other electronic means.

3. Mechanical Subsystem

Power output requirements, operating environment considerations and

weight and volume limitations are parameters which strongly influence the process
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of designing the mechanical support structure of space solar arrays. Substrates are

the structural elements that mechanically support and encase the solar cells, cell

interconnectors and associated wiring. They are physically located behind the

solar cell back sides or in front of the solar cell's active areas. If located in the

front of the solar cell they are more correctly called superstrates. Superstrates

must be optically transparent.

As a general rule the thinner the substrate the greater the temperature

extremes and the lesser the radiation protection. Thus substrate design affects the

cell's operating temperature (and therefore efficiency) and resistance to charged

particle radiation. [Ref. 1 :p. 6.1-2]

Space solar array panels can be divided into two broad structural

categories, body mounted panels and deployable panels. Body mounted panels are

relativeiy more straightforward to design. The substrate is an integral part of the

satellite body and is typically constructed from sheet/stringer or aluminum

sandwich panels. The main disadvantage to body mounted panels are that they

have a definite maximum power output limitation. [Ref. l:p. 6.1-1]

By taking into account such factors as available shroud volume (which
dictates maximum satellite size), spin stabilization moment-of-inertia
requirements, and space solar cell type, it can be shown that power
availability ranges from 50 to 1000 watts. However for satellites requiring
more than 200 watts of power, a deployable array is often chosen,
especially if three axis stabilization is required by payload or mission.
[Ref. l:p. 6.1-1]

Deployable arrays are inherently more complex because of their moving

parts. They are stowed during launch and must successfully unfurl once the

satellite is in orbit. Once unfurled, they may have sun tracking mechanisms which
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orient the panels toward the sun to maximize the incident solar intensity and thus

maximize power output.

Deployable arrays can be flexible or rigid depending on the physical

characteristics of the panel substrate. Rigid arrays are mechanically stiffened with

a honeycomb structure, usually made of aluminum, sandwiched between two face

sheets that provide backside shielding for the solar cells and provide enhanced

mechanical support to the structure. The use of an aluminum honeycomb substrate

as the primary supporting structure in a space solar array has historically been the

preferred approach for DOD and NASA satellites. Rigid arrays have an advantage

in that they can provide power to the satellite even while stowed. In addition, the

honeycomb substrates are attractive for military satellite platforms with

survivability requirements resulting from potential military threats due to their

more rugged construction and relatively high area heat capacitance. The

disadvantage is their greater weight and volume. [Ref. 9:p. 277]

Flexible arrays are typically a Kapton substrate/superstrate which

sandwich the solar cells and electrical circuitry. Two predominant design types

are the fold-out array and the roll-out array. The lighter weight flexible array has

been utilized for missions with very large power requirements ( greater than 10

kW) such as the Hubble telescope and the Space Station. [Ref. 1 :p. 6.1- I]

A variety of concepts have been conceived to create the largest
possible solar cell array areas with structural elements that exhibit the
lowest weight, highest deployment reliability, and highest possible natural
bending frequency (i.e. the highest possible bending stiffness). In
practice, solutions to these individual design parameters are in opposition
to each other, so that the practical array designs that have evolved are the
results of trade studies to optimize each array for a specific mission.[Ref.
2:p. 328]
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Several hybrid designs combining body mounted panels and deployable rigid and

flexible arrays have had success.

There are also efforts to standardize solar cell arrays so that one

configuration could possibly serve various space missions. Solar cells are

significant cost items. The benefits of standardized components in terms of

economy, resource allocation, technical performance, reliability (through

uniformity of product) are well known. Ironically, the major obstacle to such

standardization is related to the cost of the launch vehicle. Usually the lowest

cost/performance is chosen forcing stringent weight and high operating efficiency

constraints on the spacecraft/payload. The economic penalty paid for an

optimized array design over a standardized array design is small relative to the cost

for a more powerful launch vehicle. [Ref. l:p. 1.4-1]

Data base of actual lifetime performance exist for a number of solar cell

array designs. These proven designs are usually selected as a baseline model from

which modifications are made in order to satisfy specific mission objectives.

B. ARRAY DESIGN CRITERIA

Parameters which drive the selection of the array configuration include orbital

characteristics, expected satellite service life, reliability, cost, specific power

(Watts/kg) and power density (Watts/m 2).

Orbital characteristics affect both the performance capability and eventual

performance degradation of the solar cell array. The power output capability of a

solar cell array is a function of the distance from the sun and the angular

relationship between the sunline and the solar cell array. [Ref. l:p. 2.6-1]
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The distance from the sun is measured in astronomical units (I AU= 1.496 x

1011m) which is the mean sun-earth distance. The total solar power normally

incident on a unit area at one AU is defined as the solar constant and is

approximately equal to 1.4 kW/m2. This intensity decreases as the distance from

the sun increases. However lower solar intensity can have a beneficial effect.

About 80 to 90 percent of the energy that falls onto a array goes to heating the

array while only 10 to 20 percent is converted by the array into electrical energy.

As a result, the solar cell operating temperature decreases thus enhancing solar cell

efficiency. Figure 3-3 plots operating temperature variation as a function of solar

distance.

Most solar cells are effectively optimized to operate at one solar constant and

30'C. The output voltage of silicon solar cells decreases with increasing

temperature at a rate of approximately 2 to 2.5 mV /C, while the cell output

current increases slightly at a rate of less than 0.1 percent /C. Near room

temperature, power output decreases with increasing temperature at a rate of

approximately 0.4 to 0.6 percent/°C. At approximately 300TC the energy

conversion efficiency of silicon solar cells becomes zero. Figure 3-4 plots the I-V

characteristic for a 10 ohm-cm silicon cell at operating temperatures ranging from

30'C to 150'C.

At certain points in a satellite's orbit, objects such as the moon, earth, planets

or other satellites will block the sun. Eclipses disrupt array power output and cause

large temperature fluctuations. The most severe environment stresses result from

repeated temperature cycling. The number of eclipses experienced over the life

span of a satellite depends mainly on the orbit altitude and eccentricity, being
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highest for circular orbits at low altitudes. Table 3-1 lists the temperature cycling

design requirements for solar arrays.

In addition to temperature cycling, solar performance is degraded by the

cumulative damage done by charged particle irradiation. Design life becomes an

important criterion for satellites whose orbits will encounter heavy charged

particle exposure or severe thermal cycling. The following is a guideline for

design life limitations which can be achieved with high confidence.

* Geosynchronous orbit - 10+ years

( 35,794 km typical)

* Mid altitude orbit 7 years

( 10,371 km typical)

* Low earth orbit - 2 years

(926 km typical)

Extra consideration must be given to solar flares whose occurrence is related

to sun spot activity. Sun spots apparently operate on an eleven year cycle. Within

the cycle is a seven year period of intense activity or "solar maximum". Most of

the solar flare protons that damage solar cells occur in one (or a few) abnormally

large flares that seem to occur during a time span of three to four years centered

around the middle of the solar maximum activity. [Ref. l:p. 2.5-3]

There are numerous other attributes that will come to influence the design

process. Design margins are tight and system integration is of paramount

importance. The mission objectives and the emphasis on reliability, performance

and economy will dictate the amount of robustness that can be engineered into

the design. There are always time constraints to consider. It is costly to over

design. However most designs tend to be conservative for once the satellite is
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TABLE 3-1. TEMPERATURE CYCLING DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Orbital Altitude Orbital Period Number of Cycles Eclipse Time
(km (hrs) per Year (hrs)

480 1.57 5580 0.57

926 1.72 5074 0.57

1500 1.93 4526 0.58

10,371 6.0 1460 0.75

35,786 24 365 1.20

107,359 106.0 84 1.89
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launched it becomes almost impossible to be able to compensate for unanticipated

deficiencies.

C. Array Sizing Calculations

The above considerations will lead to an initial selection of spacecraft / array

configuration. Power output requirements determines the size of the array that is

needed and thus also determines whether body mounted panels will suffice or if

deployable panels are necessary. Then solar cell type , coverglass and substrate

are selected. Economic constraints usually control this decision.

1. Maximum Power Output (EOL)

Solar cell performance degrades with time in orbit. The solar array

degradation factor FRAD are given as the ratio of the cell maximum power output

at end of life (EOL) with 1 MeV fluence to the beginning of life (BOL) zero

fluence values. Some overdesign is required so that the solar array is able to

provide the necessary power output at EOL. The minimum number of solar cells,

N, that is required is found from

PA
N = - (3-1)

Pc

where

PA = required power output

Pc = degraded power output of a single solar cell.

PC, the glassed maximum single cell power output at EOL is found from
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PC = Po x S'x FRAD x FTOp X FM X FSH X FBD X FCONF (3-2)

where

Po = initial, unglassed and undegraded solar cell

output at normal incidence at one solar constant

AMO intensity and at a reference

temperature (25'C or 28'C)

S= effective solar intensity to include the effects

of cover transmission degradation, solar distance

and non normal incidence.

FRAD= solar cell degradation factor

FTOp = operating temperature degradation factor defined by

ratio of maximum power output at the operating

temperature to maximum power at a reference

temperature.

FM = miscellaneous assembly and degradation factors

FSH shadowing factor

FBD = blocking diode and wiring loss factor. [Ref. l:p. 8.6-1]

Knowing the mass and area /volume of a single substrate and solar cell

unit, the volume and weight of the solar array can be found (multiply by N).

Specific power (W/kg) and power density (W/m 2)are figures of merit which can be

used to compare the structural efficiency of the substrate design.

2. Voltage Level (EOL)

Power output and performance requirements of expected loads are

combined and a power budget and load profile are developed. Calculations are
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made to ensure that the solar cells are electrically configured to provide specified

voltage and current levels. Enough solar cells must be connected in series to

provide the bus voltage. This takes into account any voltage drops across blocking

diodes and wiring. The required number of cells in series, Ns, is found from

NS- VB + VD + Vw (33)

where

VB = spacecraft bus voltage

VD = array blocking diode forward voltage drop

Vw = total wiring voltage drop between the solar cells and

the load or battery in both the hot and return lines

Vmp = solar cell end of mission (or other mission critical

event) degraded output voltage at the cell's maximum

power point and under operating temperature and

intensity. [Ref. l:p. 8.7-1]

3. Load Current

Enough solar cell strings must be connected in parallel to provide the

required load current. The required number of parallel strings, Np is found from

NP = (3-4)

where

I = required load current

1.= average maximum power point current output of all

Np strings that are connected in parallel after glassing
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and degradation, at the operating temperature, Top,

and under reduced illumination conditions due to cover

darkening and non normal incidence. [Ref. 1:p. 8.7-1]

4. Reverse Bias Solar Cells

In the normal power generating mode of an illuminated solar cell, the

output voltage measured from the p-contact to the n-contact is positive. The cell is

forward biased.

When an external source forces additional current through a solar cell in
the same direction as the cell's photo-induced current, the voltage across
the cell decreases. If the sum of the photo-induced current and the current
from the external source is greater than the cell's short circuit current, then
the voltage measured from the p-contact to the n-contact will be negative
and the cell is referred to as reverse biased. When reverse biased, the
current through a solar cell is referred to as the reverse current, although it
is the voltage that is reversed from the normal, not the direction of the
current. Reverse biased solar cells dissipate power as heat rather than
generate power.[Ref. 8:p. 1]

If one or more cells in an electrical string become shadowed, the

shadowed cells can become reversed biased. The voltage across a shadowed cell

can be found from

VsH= Vs-m - Vic with Vic < Voo (3-5)

where

VSH = voltage across the shadowed cell

VSTR= voltage across entire string

VIC= voltage across illuminated circuit

VocI= open circuit voltage of the illuminated circuit.

[Ref. 8:p. 2]
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The degree to which a shadowed cell in an array can become reverse

biased depends on

* the open circuit voltage of the illuminated cells in the string

• the operating bus voltage level

• the reverse current characteristic of the shadowed cell

Space power systems having a large number of solar cells in series need to

minimize the difference between bus operating voltage and open circuit

voltage.[Ref. 8:p. 4]

The above equations are a simplified version of the actual calculations that

are performed as part of the array sizing process. This thesis presents only a brief

overview of the factors involved in solar cell design and electrical performance

prediction. A more in-depth treatment can be found in Reference 1. Figure 3-5

summarizes the parameters that affect the electrical parameters of a solar cell.

Variation of one parameter impacts more than just one area of design and may

cause other input parameters to change as well.
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IV. SPACE ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM

A. POWER SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The design of an electrical power system typically begins with identifying

loads and specifying power requirements. The power output and power quality

demanded by the load define the specifications that the electrical system must

meet. Figure 4-1 shows the typical components which comprise a space electrical

power system. Solar arrays generate power which is regulated and eistributed to

the load. This power is dependent on the available illumination and thus is

sporadic falling to zero during eclipse periods. Batteries are energy storage

reservoirs which stabilize power output, providing power during peak load

demands and eclipse periods. They must be recharged during times of low load

demand when the solar array has excess power.

1. Power Conditioning Unit

The two basic types of power conditioning units are Direct Energy

Transfer (DET) (also called shunt system) and Peak Power Tracking (PPT). In a

DET system, the solar array is directly connected to the load through a shunt

diode. This shunt diode will dissipate excess solar array power not being used by

the load or for battery recharge. Bus voltage is unregulated varying between the

solar array voltage level during times of illumination and battery voltage level

during periods of eclipse or shadowing. More complicated variations of this

system exist in which the bus voltage is regulated to maintain a set value and

battery charge and discharge power is monitored. [Ref. 10:p. 47]
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In contrast, the PPT electronically adjusts the effective load of the solar

array for maximum array power. The solar array operating point is adjusted by a

pulse width modulated (PWM) switching regulator whose duty cycle is controlled

by load demand. This feedback design enables the system to track the maximum

power operating point of the array. [Ref. 11 :p. 1]

The PPT more effectively uses the power generated by the array. This

allows the array size to be reduced for a particular mission or the number of flight

experiments to be increased. The power operating point for a DET system must be

biased below the maximum power point to allow for worst case array variations

due to illumination, temperature, radiation, degradation and partial failure.

However the DET system has been most commonly used because of its simplicity

and relatively low parts count. Note that some power is consumed by the

switching circuitry and power processing electronics of the PPT design. In

addition, electromagnetic interference (EMI) is generated by the PPT power

system electronics which may have adverse effects on other electronic equipment.

[Ref. Il:p. 1]

2. Battery

Nickel cadmium batteries have been the mainstay of rechargeable space

batteries for the past twenty years. These batteries can deliver energy densities

ranging from 7 to 15 Watt-hours/kg depending on the orbit altitude (number of

charge/discharge cycles). Nickel cadmium batteries been replaced by nickel

hydrogen batteries which typically deliver 20 Watt-hour/kg in low orbit and 40

Watt-hour/kg in geosynchronous orbit. [Ref. 12:p. 4]
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Currently in development, sodium sulfur batteries have shown great

promise of becoming the next generation, high performance battery for space

applications. First generation sodium sulfur batteries have demonstrated power

densities of 70 Watt-hour/kg for low cycle lifetimes typical of geosynchronous

orbits (1000 cycles). Work has begun on a second generation sodium sulfur

battery with a goal of 200 Watt-hour/kg. Anticipated advances in both battery and

solar array performance will make future solar array/ battery powered systems

with specific power capabilities of 45 W/kg possible as compared to the 7-10

W/kg systems presently available.

The primary purpose of the battery is to provide the needed power during

eclipse periods. The battery should be fully charged before each eclipse period.

The parameters that affect the battery's ability to be fully charged include the

battery temperature and available charge current and voltage from the solar array.

[Ref. 13:p. 19 9]

Typical battery operation is as follows.

The satellite demands power from the battery when the eclipse starts. The
battery generates a large amount of heat during its discharge. Even with a
well designed heat removal system, the battery temperature is expected to
rise rapidly during this discharge. At the end of the eclipse and as soon as
the solar array can provide power, the battery is charged to be ready for
the next eclipse discharge. The beginning of the battery charge cycle
results in a brief period of endothermic operation during which the battery
cools rapidly. Battery heaters may be needed to prevent the battery from
reaching an undesirably low temperature. As the battery approaches
overcharge it becomes exothermic and it temperature increases again.
[Ref. 14:p. 1377]

The following constraints must be met for successful battery operation:

Maximum temperature must remain below a set value
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to avoid damage to the battery or shortening its life.

• Minimum temperature must not be too low so as to

reduce battery efficiency or freeze the battery electrolyte

to render it inoperable.

* As the battery nears full charge, its voltage must be

lower than the available solar array charge voltage

so that the charge can continue.

* The charge current must be sufficiently high so

that full charge can be arrived at before the next eclipse.

[Ref. 14:p. 1377]

A battery consists of electrochemical cells connected in series and parallel

so as to provide the specified voltage and current. Battery performance is rated in

terms of voltage level and current capacity (amp-hr). The required battery bus

voltage will determine the number of cells that must be hooked in series. The

number of parallel batteries is found from

N, =AH.d (4-1)

DODm. *AH ad

where

AH'reqd = current capacity required by the load

AHrated = rated current capacity of a single battery

DOD,= = maximum rated depth of discharge of the battery

and

N2 PDM (4-2)
VAD* IM
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where

PDM= maximum steady state discharge power required by the load

during eclipse

VAD= the average discharge voltage of the battery

IM = the maximum discharge current of the battery.

Both equations must be satisfied. The first equation takes into account the

required current capacity while the second equation considers the power output

requirement.The higher number (Nlor N2) will determine the number of parallel

batteries needed. [Ref. 15:p. 70]

Selection and sizing of the battery impacts not only the electrical system

power output and performance but also the mission life duration of the satellite.

The battery operating life is sensitive to the regimen it is subjected to. The main

factors that define this regimen are temperature, depth of discharge (DOD) and

charge/discharge rates. The battery must be sized so that the rated maximum DOD

and discharge rate is not exceeded. [Ref. 13:p. 199]

Other battery design issues include providing adequate structural support

for the battery during launch and while in orbit. The battery housing must

incorporate methods for heat dissipation during battery discharge as well as

provide insulation when temperatures fall too low.

3. Load Profile

It is of paramount importance to provide sufficient power for onboard

loads to include equipment performing housekeeping functions such as command

signaling and power conditioning. The satellite's orbit will define its illumination

profile. Thus the amount of solar energy available as a function of time during

orbit in space is known. A power budget is formulated, allocating power to loads
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at the nominal rated value and for the nominal duration of expected usage. The

power that the solar a ra:y provides must equal or be greater than the power that is

required to operate satellite equipment and to properly manage its battery.

The electrical system must efficiently allocate the available power to the

various onboard loads as well as dynamically redistribute power during sudden

surges in demand or reduction in supply. When power demand exceeds the

available supply, removal of less critical loads may be necessary. Sensitive loads

must be protected from transient disturbances.

B. SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Each component of the electrical power system is carefully selected so as to

meet performance specifications. This selection process may involve laboratory

testing to verify that capacity and life cycling/duration requirements are met.

Mathematical models are derived and computer simulations done to predict

performance in a space environment. Any previous flight history is analyzed.

Even though each component is individually tested, satisfactory performance

of the overall electrical power system is not guaranteed. There are many

competing and conflicting system constraints. Each component must interface

properly with the system. The operation and interaction of these components can

be quite complicated and intricate. Components which operated properly when

bench tested in the laboratory may malfunction when connected to the system.

Certain equipment may degrade the power quality of the electrical power system

generating unwanted harmonics, EMI and transient voltage and current surges.

Subtle changes in any component can have a significant effect on overall

system performance. The design process is iterated many times to optimize
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performance (trade-off studies) and accommodate any needed changes. Again

proven designs are analyzed and the electrical power system is modeled to predict

both its dynamic response and its lifetime performance.

C. PANSAT ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM

PANSAT, Petite Amateur Navy Satellite, is the Naval Postgraduate School's

first endeavor in the design and construction of a space communication satellite.

The satellite will provide digital over the horizon communications. The satellite

will receive data packets from one site location, store this data packet and later

forward this data packet to another site location. This satellite will employ direct

sequence spread spectrum modulation techniques. This project is directed by the

Space System Academic Group at the Naval Postgraduate School and involves

faculty and students from a broad range of disciplines.

The satellite is a 26 sided polyhedron (rhombicuboctahedron) having 18

square and 8 triangular panels. The sides of both the square and triangular panels

measure approximately 18.4 cm. Its diameter is approximately 19 inches. It will

not weigh more than 68 kg (150 ib).

Solar panels will be mounted on 17 of the 18 square panels. The remaining

square panel will be used as a baseplate for integration with the launch vehicle.

The satellite will be injected into a low earth orbit as a Get Away Special (GAS)

payload which will be launched from a canister in the space shuttle cargo bay.

Communication antennas will be mounted on the triangular panels.

The solar array size is limited to approximately 5755 cm2, the combined area

of the 17 square panels. Due to cost constraints and for simplicity of design,

deployable panels will not be used. Once in orbit, the satellite will tumble freely
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in space. The effective solar array area was calculated to be 1259 cm 2. [Ref 16:p.

3] This calculation was based on the assumption that the satellite's spin axis

relative to the sun was random so that each panel would receive equal exposure

while tumbling. Note that the lowest effective solar array area occurs when the

base panel is normal to the sun vector. The electrical power system (EPS) would

not supply the required power for this condition should it become the predominant

tumbling mode. [Ref. 17:p. 13]

Each square panel has 32 solar cells connected in series to form an electrical

string. The 17 electrical strings are connect in parallel through a blocking diode to

the bus. Solar cell panel dimensions are shown in Figure 4-2. The EPS has two

batteries each of sufficient capacity to meet mission requirements. Battery

charging is accomplished through processor controlled pulse width modulation of

the array output. DC to DC convertors are used to provide power conditioning for

specific equipment.

A preliminary design for the PANSAT EPS was done in a thesis by M. Noble.

(See Reference 17.) The design calculations were performed assuming that

silicon solar cells were to be used. Present designs are also based on silicon solar

cells, however higher conversion efficiency is specified. The solar array

configuration is summarized in Table 4-1.

There have been other changes to the preliminary design. Components such as

the battery have been upgraded. Requirements such as EOL power output have

increased. PANSAT EPS began as a direct energy transfer design with a 12 volt

unregulated bus. It is being redesigned to a peak power tracking system. The

voltage level in each string and the temperature of each panel is to be monitored.

These are listed in Table 4-2.
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Figure 4-3 shows a schematic of PANSAT's power distribution system. The

EPS is still in the early design phase. Many parameters are not yet known since

PANSAT's exact orbit altitude and inclination have not been defined. Design of

the onboard communication equipment is being done concurrently. Dynamic load

behavior has not yet been analyzed. Table 4-3 is an estimated power budget.

The PANSAT EPS is designed to meet expected EOL conditions and not for

combinations of all worst case conditions. Enough parameters have not yet been

defined to permit system simulation and performance prediction.
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TABLE 4-1. PANSAT SOLAR ARRAY CONFIGURATION

Summary Description: 17 identical body mounted panels, each panel measuring 18.1 cm x 18.1 cm,
each panel comprises an electrical string of 32 single cell in series, 17 electrical strings
connected in parallel. Blocking diodes will isolate each string from voltuge bus, these
diodes will not be physically mounted on the panels, but will be contained in the Solar
Array Junction Box irside the spacecraft.

Preliminary Design May 1992 Specifications
Description [M. Noble Thesis]

Cell type K6700 silicone BSR, BSF, not specified - silicone, GaAs, InP
N/P shallot diffused, BSR, BSF, N/P shallow diffused, BSR. BSF,
DAR coating DAR coating

Cell size 2 cmx 4 cm x 0.01 cm 2 cm x 4 cm x 0.02 cm

Resistivity 10 ohm-cm 10 ohm-cm

Conversion efficiency at 28°C 14.3% 14.5%

Coverglass 6 mils CMIX 30 mils Coming Glass 7940 fused
silica or NPS approved equivalent

Ultra - Violet Transmission
1% for 0.250-0.320pm wavelength
50% at 0.350pm ±0.0015Wm
87% at 0.450 -1.00apm minimum
92% minimum average at

0.50-1.001Am

Coverglh s to Cell adhesive Dow Coming 93-500 Silicone Dow Coming 93-500 Silicone

Cell - Substrate Insulation 0.2 mm Kapton unspecified - must provide I 00
mega ohms of resistance

Cell to Insulation adhesive RTV - 118 McGhan Nusil CV2568 silicone.
Dow Coming 93-5(K) or NPS
approved equivalent

Substrate 2014-T6 sheet alumintum 6061-T6 aluminum
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TABLE 4-2. PANSAT SOLAR ARRAY REQUIREMENTS

Preliminary Design May 1992 Specification
Requirement IM. Noble Thesis]

Nominal Orbit 480 Kin. 00. circular 800Km. 0°. circular

Lifetime 2 years 2 years

Temperature Range -160 0C to 100 0C -650 C to 140 0C

Minimum Output Power (EOL) 17.6 W 24.5 W

Average Power (BOL) 18.3 W unspecified

Minimum Panel Voltage (EOL) 13.3 V 12.0 V

Single Cell Characteristics:

Voc 595 mV 600 mV

Isc 43.25 mA/cm 2  42.5 mA/cm 2

PNV 19.53 mW/cm 2  19.8 mW/cm2

Batter,

Type Gates lead acid (X-Cell) NiCd or NiH

Capacity 60 Wh 48 Wh

Full), charged voltage 12.6 V unspecified

Power Conditioning DET - 12V unregulated bus PPT
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TABLE 4-3 PANSAT POWER BUDGET

Satellite Peak Power Standby Power Duty Cycle
Component MW) (W) (% / orbit)

Spacecraft Control
Unit (CPU) 2.5 1.0 100%

Communications

Control Unit (CPU) 1.0 1.0 100%

Transmitter 11.0 1.0 30%

Receiver 3.0 1.5 100%

Power Control
Unit (CPU) 1.0 1.0 100%

Battery 6.0 1.0 50%

Total 24.5 6.5 1
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V. SUN SENSORS

Solar cells pass no (or negligible) current in the dark. In sunlight it passes lsc

which is proportional to the illumination intensity and incidence angle of the

incoming rays. This behavior makes solar cells an ideal sensor for the sun. Solar

cells operating in the sensor mode are called photodiodes. Photodiodes are

suitable in low noise, low frequency applications.

Sun sensors are the most widely used sensor types in spacecraft. They

determine the relative angle between the spacecraft and the sun. This information

can then be used for attitude control, safemode operation (provide indication of

when to activate and deactivate light sensitive equipment) and solar array

positioning.

The sun sensor owes its versatility to several factors. Unlike the earth, the
angular radius of the sun is nearly orbit independent and sufficiently small
(0.267 degrees at one AU) that for most applications a point source
approximation is valid. This simplifies both sensor design and attitude
determination algorithms. The sun is sufficiently bright to permit the use of
simple, reliable equipment without discriminating among sources and with
minimal power requirements. [Ref. 20:p. 155]

Sun sensors are usually not the only sensor used onboard a space vehicle for there

may be times during the orbit when the sun is blocked. There are basically two

types of sun sensors available commercially -- analog and digital.

A. ANALOG SUN SENSORS

Analog sun sensors exploit the solar cell IsC cos 0 dependence, where 0 is

the angle of the incoming ray measured from a vector normal to the face of the

solar cell. Analog sun sensors are also called cosine detectors.
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A common configuration connects two photodiodes positioned at different

angles such that the current output of the cells oppose each other. If the sun

shines more on one cell than the other, current will flow in a certain direction. If

the sun is precisely between the cells, both will receive the same illumination and

there will be no current flow. This is illustrated in Figure 5-1. [Ref. 20:p. 1581

This configuration will give the sun's orientation with respect to one axis. Four

photodiodes can be positioned in quadrature to provide two axis coverage.

Another analog sensor configuration uses a bar or mask to shadow a portion of

one or more photodiodes. The photodiodes are arranged such that different angles

will shadow one photodiode more than another. ISc generated will depend on how

much area of the photodiode is shadowed and thus through geometry the relative

angle between the sun and the photodiode can be determined. Different

configurations can yield a one axis sensor (Figure 5-2) or a two axis sensor (Figure

5-3) with varying field of views and resolution.

B. DIGITAL SUN SENSORS

Digital sun sensors encode the sun angle into a binary code. Light passes

through a slit and forms an image on columns of solar cells. (See Figure 5-4.) The

image formed depends on the angle of incidence of the ray coming through the slit.

A two axis digital sun sensor is shown in Figure 5-5.

Various sun sensors manufactured by ADCOLE Corporation are listed in

Table 5-1. Digital sun sensors accurate to 0.0170 are available. Digital systems

however consume more power (up to 17W) and generally weigh close to two

pounds. Analog systems are very light weight (less than 0.2 pounds) and in most

cases require no input power.
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FIGURE 5-1a. Analog Sun Sensor - One Axis [Ref. 20:p.158]
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FIGURE 5-1b. Summed Output of Analog Sun Sensor Photocells
[Ref. 20:p. 158]
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FIGURE 5-3. One Axis Analog Mask Detector [Ref. 20:p. 1581

SUNLIGHT
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Two-Axis Mask Sun Detector The sunline is normal to the
aperture plate if the output of all four solar cells is equal.

FIGURE 5-3. Two Axis Analog Mask Sun Sensor [Ref. 20:p. 159]
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C. PANSAT SUN SENSOR IMPLEMENTATION

While tumbling freely in space, PANSAT's body mounted solar panels will

receive exposure to sunlight at different angles and will generate varying levels of

power. It is reasonable to assume that there is a way to correlate the power

generated in each panel with the panel's orientation towards the sun.

PANSAT will have solar panels mounted on 17 of the 18 square panels. Each

panel will contain 32 solar cells measuring 2cm x 4cm connected in series. This

comprises an electrical string and the 17 electrical strings will be connected in

parallel through a blocking diode to the electrical bus. There are two basic

configurations - shunt and series - in which to meter the voltage and current levels

in each panel.

1. Shunt Method

The solar cell parameter that is directly related to the incident angle of the

sun's rays is lsc. In order to obtain this measurement from the circuit it is

necessary to electrically isolate the string from the bus and measure current at no

load. This can be accomplished by adding a switch such that the current is

shunted through a short from which current flow is metered. See Figure 5-6.

If the short is replaced with an infinite resistance, Voc can be measured.

Voc varies logarithmically as a function of intensity and the resolution obtained is

only 30'. This calculation is shown in Appendix A.

ISc measurement offers a more straight forward approach. The computer

program developed by the Space System Academic Group which predicted

effective surface area of PANSAT solar panels as it tumbled randomly was

modified to provide the current levels for each panel at every sun angle. A panel

current level will correspond to a sun incidence angle which will trace a circle of
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possible elevation and azimuth coordinates on PANSAT. To obtain specific

elevation and azimuth coordinates enough panels must be sampled to provide a

unique set of readings at each coordinate.

Not all 17 panels need to be sampled. A possible set of panels consist of

the four panels adjacent to the triangular faces on the top and bottom half of

PANSAT (eight panels total). Other combinations are also possible, however

these eight panels offer the most symmetry. Other combinations are not as

symmetric due to the use of the 18th square panel for the baseplate. The computer

programs which generated the current database are in Appendix B.

a. Resolution

The maximum ISc expected from each panel is not expected to

exceed 360 mA. This includes Isc increases due to solar constant fluctuations and

25°K rise in temperature. Using a 12 bit A/D converter, it will be possible to

differentiate between 0.088mA current step sizes. This corresponds to a 1.27'

resolution at the null point ( 0 = 00 ). The resolution becomes finer for angles

greater the zero degrees.. This calculation is done in Appendix A.

b. Accuracy

Actual panel Isc levels are correlated with predicted panel IsC levels

and thus sun angle coordinates can be derived. The accuracy of this sun sensor

would depend on how accurately the current prediction model can compensate for

fluctuations in Isc due to temperature variations, solar flux intensity fluctuations,

radiation degradation effects and albedo contributions.

Isc increases slightly with temperature - less than 1 percent per 10'

K. However a one percent increase can cause as much as an 8' angle error.
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Temperature of each panel is to be monitored in PANSAT, thus correction for

temperature variation can be done.

The solar flux intensity depends on the sun earth distance and as a

result vanes with the earth's orbit. The solar flux intensity variation can be as

great as 3.35 percent of the solar constant. However each panel will be affected in

like manner. ISc levels will increase proportionately in each panel. These values

will still correlate with the prediction values.

Assuming each panel will encounter equivalent radiation doses and

undergo uniform degradation, the effect of radiation degradation on Isc will be the

same for each panel. Isc at EOL is expected to decrease to 98 percent of Isc at

BOL. [Ref. 17:p 51]

A definite bias ( as much as 30 percent increase) will be introduced

by the albedo of the earth or moon. This will cause significant ISc deviations.

The prediction model must be able to anticipate the time when the albedo effects

are present and filter out this bias from the Isc panel readings.

c. Sampling Frequency

The expected tumbling rate of PANSAT is 0.1 rad/sec [Ref. 17:p.

13]. Thus each panel must be sampled at least twice this frequency.

Photodiodes (structurally equivalent to solar cells but used in sensor

applications ) are used for applications in which the frequency response

requirements are below I KHz. [Ref. 211 The minimum time to have sampled

all the panels must be less than I/1KHZ or one msec. This ensures that the

time delay between sampling different panels is s-nall enough to be considered

instantaneous for the system.
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2. Series Method

Voltage and current levels of the panel can be metered prior to the

blocking diode. This configuration is shown in Figure 5-7. This method is more

computationally intensive in that the voltage and current levels are determined not

only by the illumination intensity incident upon the panel but also on load demand

and battery charging / discharging activity.

Algorithms which determine the power output of a panel and compare

power levels between panels to ascertain sun orientation will be successful only if

load demand is high enough such that all illuminated panels are able to contribute

power to the bus. However this will not be the case at all times. Depending on

the type of power conditioning / voltage regulation employed, at times of low load

demand certain panels though illuminated will not be used by the system.

This is essentially a power flow problem. The power being supplied by

the array panels must sum to equal the power consumed by the load and battery

(the battery may be supplying power ). Once the state of the electrical power

system is determined, the operating point of each panel on a particular I-V curve

can be found. This curve will yield a value for ISc which maintains the link to the

illumination incidence angle.

An extra dimension is added to the problem in that load behavior must

also be considered. These load may not be purely resistive and may exhibit non

linear properties. I-V curves must be obtained empirically for different load

conditions. Transients (voltage and current surges) and noise may be introduced

into the system during equipment startup, operation and shutdown. These must be

considered in addition to compensating for parameter variations brought on by

temperature, albedo etc as discussed in the shunt method.
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This thesis did not obtain a prediction model using the series method.

Design of PANSAT electrical power system had not yet defined specific loads to

be able to simulate system operation.

The series method offers an advantage over the shunt method in that the

array panels are not switched on and off the electrical bus. This switching would

contribute harmonics to the system which may adversely impact certain loads.

The disadvantage is that the voltage and current levels obtained are not a direct

function of illumination incidence angle. Much computation is involved in order

to yield ISc.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Use of solar cells as a sensor for the sun is not a novel idea. They have been

used in many types of commercial sun sensors. The terminal property to exploit is

Isc , which is a function of both illumination intensity and incidence angle.

Unfortunately, when the solar cell is configured to yield this parameter, it cannot

generate any useful power.

Solar cells in a power system are electrically connected in series and parallel

to provide required voltage and current levels to a load. For PANSAT, each of the

square panel arrays comprise a separate electrical string of solar cells which are

connected in parallel through a blocking diode to the electrical bus. Thus power

generated from one electrical string will provide an indication of the corresponding

panel's orientation with respect to the sun. The symmetry and shape of PANSAT's

structure readily provides a capability to triangulate a fix of the sun's location

using the power signals from different panels.

However the power signals generated in the array do not have a direct

dependence to the sun's orientation. To obtain this dependence, it would be

necessary to electrically short the panel and measure Isc. This is the shunt method

described in Chapter V. Tables of expected values for Isc are easily generated.

This database is then used to compare with measured Isc readings and sun

orientation can be ascertained. The disadvantage of this method is that panels are

switched from the bus in order to sample lsc. This adversely affects power

quality in that harmonics are created with the switching
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Another approach, the series method, uses the voltage and current in the

electrical string prior to the blocking diode. This will give the operating point on a

particular I-V characteristic curve. Load conditions must be known for different

load profiles will generate different I-V characteristic curves. Once the I-V

characteristic curve is ascertained, ISc can be found.

While both methods are valid solutions, the analysis must also consider ease

of implementation and impact to the electrical power system. Both methods are

computationally involved. Signals obtained ( current and / or voltage ) require

processing to obtain sun orientation. Aging, thermal effects and bias due to earth

and moon albedo will introduce error. This must be compensated for by software.

Compared to other power generating techniques, solar cells provide relatively

low power output. Design of photovoltaic power systems for space applications is

focused on optimizing solar cell performance and overall system efficiency. This

especially applies for PANSAT's electrical power system. The design is limited by

the available area onto which solar panels can be mounted. Use of a deployable

array is not an option. Voltage and current sensors added to this system would

require power for operation. Thus power allocated for housekeeping functions

would have to increase. Note that most analog commercial sun sensors do not

require input power.

Reliability is of paramount importance for the space power system designer.

This translates to designs which minimize the number of parts and at the same

time provides redundancy. With the implementation of a sun sensor, the

complexity of the power system would increase and reliability would decrease.

Space power system designs evolve from an exhaustive iterative process in

which each component is finely tuned so as to integrate with the whole system. It
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is a design that is subjected to many constraints. To impose an additional

requirement, such as a sun sensing capability, detracts from its primary function

of power generation and distribution.

Solar cells can be used for sun sensing applications as well as for power

generation. However these applications rely on different aspects of solar cell

behavior. Solar cells configured for one application does not readily convert for

use in the other application.

Therefore, it is recommended that the sun sensor not be implemented to

PANSAT's electrical power system. Options such as mounting solar cells on the

triangular panels of PANSAT should be investigated. These cells would be

dedicated to sun sensing. Commercial sun sensor designs provide possible

configuration schemes.
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APPENDIX A

RESOLUTION CALCULATION FOR SHUNT METHOD

A. RESOLUTION USING Isc MEASUREMENT

42.5mA/cm 2  nominal Isc
+ 1.5 mA/cm2  solar constant fluctuation
+ 1.0mA/cm 2  25°K temperature rise

45.0mmA/cm 2

x 8 cm2  area of solar cell

360 mA maximum I sc per panel

Using a 12 bit A/D converter:

360
= 0.088 mA current step size

212

Cos-](360- 0.088'= 1.270
360 )

Resolution of 1.270 for Isc at the null point ( 0 = 00)
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B. RESOLUTION USING Voc MEASUREMENT

Given:

10 = 3.4 x 10-12 for VOC = 0.6V and Isc 42.5mA

kT = 25.8 mA at T = 3010 K

q

Maximum Voc = 0.6V/cell x 32 cells = 19.2V

Using a 12 bit A/D converter

19. 2V - 0.0047V voltage step size
212

From Equation 2-3

Isc - lo (e - 1)

VOC = 0.6 - 0.0047 = 0.5953
S0.5953

Isc= 3.4x 1012( e0025• - 1

IsC= 35.66 mA

Cs-1(35.66)=> 32.950

Resolution of 32.950 for VOC at null point ( 0 0)
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APPENDIX B

SHUNT METHOD PREDICTION PROGRAM

Figure B-1 is a schematic showing a 2 dimension topology of PANSAT. The

square panels on PANSAT were assigned the following coordinates:

Panel 2 ( i+ Panel 10 -i +

Panel2 , (i) Panel 1 k.+i)

Pae0 3 Panel 12 vr

Panel.4 +y(-+) Panel 13-k

Panel 5 (i Panel 14 V -J

Panel 6 X i - Panel 15 k

Panel 7 (-), Panel 16 J yk(--)

Panel8 j(.) Panel 17 (k)

Panel 9 i +
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FIGURE B-1. PANSAT TOPOLOGY
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The following MATLAB program generates predicted values for ISc levels in

a panel specified by the user. This data is calculated for 0 - 180' range in

elevation angle and azimuth range of 0- 3600, thus covering the entire PANSAT

sphere. Both angles are incremented in 1.20 increments. The data generated is

then .plotted.

"% This program computes the short circuit current of a user specified
"% solar panel array. The rotation angle about the Z-axis is varied 180 degrees
"% and X-axis is varied 360 degrees. A mesh plot is then obtained.

clear;
clg;
Imax = 42.5 % nominal short circuit current (mA)

"% The matrix S are the coordinates of the panels. The rows will give the x, y
"% and z axis respectively. The columns give the panel number

S=[001 0.707 000 -.707 -001 -.707 000 0.707 0.707 000 -0.707 000 0.707 000 -0.707
000 000

000 0.707 001 0.707 000 -0.707 -01 -0.707 000 0.707 000 -0.707 000 0.707 000
-0.707 000

000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 0.707 0.707 0.707 0.707 -0.707 -0.707 -0.707
-0.707 1];

panel= input('Enter the solar panel number (1-17): '); %prompt user for panel

[thetadeg] = meshdom(0:1.26:180, 0:1.26:360); %theta = elevation angle
%deg = azimuth angle

"% Sun vector rotates counterclockwise in the x-y plane,(azimuth angle) starting
"% at the y axis. Elevation angle is measured with respect to the x-y plane.

z=lmax*( -S(1 ,panel)*sin(theta*pi/180).*cos(deg*pi/180) ...
"+ S(2,panel)*cos(theta*pi/180).*cos(deg*pi/180) ...
"+ S(3,panel)*sin(deg*pi/180));

zO=find(z<=0);
z(zO)=zeros(zO); %eliminate negative values, current will not

%flow in reverse due to blocking diode.

m=[260 40]; %rotate graph so that azimuth angle is in front
mesh(z,m)
xlabel('Azimuth Angle (0-360 degrees)');

ylabel('Elevation Angle (0-180 degrees)');
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Panel 3 Short Circuit Current

Azimuth Angle (0-360 degrees)

Figure B-2. Plot or Short Circuit Current us PANSA Coordinates
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